ANNUAL REPORT

plow in prayer.
sow in God’s Word.
water in resources.
harvest communities for Christ.
We will witness a world connected through prayer that brings Christ-based change to those in need.
prayer, passion, friendships and excellence

My eight-year-old son Rocco just knocked on our home office door, entered in, and passed me a handwritten letter that reads, “Can’t I go outside and play with my friends?” He knows I’m working hard on writing this letter to you, and he knows that I’m not supposed to interrupt Dad when he is working from home. However, he also knows that it is nice outside, he has finished his homework, and he really wants to play. So, he came up with a “workaround” that he feels is respectful, convenient, and expedient towards meeting his felt needs. God, I love this kid! Smiling, I replied, “Sure, Rocco, go have fun!”

How many of you have changed, re-created, or established a new home culture in the past few years? Before 2020, we never had a home office. Truthfully, the home office I’m currently sitting in was Rocco’s bedroom a short time ago, and before that, it was his older brother Joshua’s study. But when our state government mandated that I not leave the premises of my home for three consecutive weeks in late 2020, the dynamics of this house dramatically changed. Our attic became his new dwelling, Rocco got Josh’s old room, and before that, it was his older brother Joshua’s office. Truthfully, the home office I’m currently working from home in is not what I would have established for the needs of my family. God, I love this kid! Smiling, I replied, “Sure, Rocco, go have fun!”

How does the culture of the home become the culture of Christ? How is that even possible? God, I love this kid! Smiling, I replied, “Sure, Rocco, go have fun!”

How fitting! I don’t believe I’ve prayed deeper, more personal, or more desperate prayers anywhere on earth than inside this tiny room. Nothing has drawn me to a more humbled space than those nights spent laying next to their cribs wondering just what God would do with their lives.

Now, as I pray in this office, considering just what God plans to do with this global Christian community of friends at SEAPC who believe that lives and nations are changed through prayer I ask the Holy Spirit to lead me to the words of Christ embedded in the true culture of life: prayer — the culture of life — and the values necessary to move each one of us towards our common goal of withstanding a world that is at war through prayer that meets the needs of its people. To do so, I want to ask you to take a quick walk with me through the past three years.

At the beginning of 2020, I was invited to Colorado Springs, Colorado, to listen to a presentation at Every Home for Christ, introduced by Dr. Dick Eastman and delivered by Tanner Paul. Tanner called the vision “Vision Ignition” a 20-year plan to reach every home on the planet with the culture of Jesus Christ. Okalo is the Greek word for home and Tanner used that afternoon to dispel any of the barriers that we may perceive as hindrances to our common goal and to remind us of the values of the culture of life within our homes. He knows that it is nice outside, he has finished his homework, and he really wants to play. So, when the events of 2020 worked their way through this global community, our common culture was put to the test. Thank you, Apostle Paul, for sharing this truth with us, as your first church faced trial and tribulation. You said that, through their trials and tribulation, we enter into the Kingdom of God (Acts 2:42). Isn’t it awesome and humbling to consider God’s grace to those who have faced together in Him to refine, renew, restore, and rebuild the cultures of Christ within our homes? How, even in the face of great distress, God restored and re-energized our spirits to place our hope and trust in Him? I’m humbled to report that those necessary changes within us have led to a healthier and even larger global community!

By the end of 2019, we had grown dramatically. So, when the events of 2020 worked their way through this global community, our common culture was put to the test. Thank you, Apostle Paul, for sharing this truth with us, as your first church faced trial and tribulation. You said that, through their trials and tribulation, we enter into the Kingdom of God (Acts 2:42). Isn’t it awesome and humbling to consider God’s grace to those who have faced together in Him to refine, renew, restore, and rebuild the cultures of Christ within our homes? How, even in the face of great distress, God restored and re-energized our spirits to place our hope and trust in Him? I’m humbled to report that those necessary changes within us have led to a healthier and even larger global community!

In 2021, SEAPC completed its 30th year in ministry. In those 30 years, four elemental teachings of Jesus Christ, delivered soundly to us by my mother and father who founded this ministry, have sustained the values of the culture of life in Christ that we week daily in multiplying around the globe. Those four teachings — prioritize prayer in your life, be passionate to meet the needs of others, establish and maintain friendships, and strive for excellence — are the values that we ascribe to transfer first into the lives of our two area teams today: SEAPC now serves communities of prayer in 158 countries by plowing in prayer, sowing in God’s word, watering in resources exchange, and harvesting healthy, sustainable, multiplying communities of Christ that are committed to sharing Jesus wherever they may go. As we enter into another year committed to the charge of Christ to go out into the world, first, we pause again to give thanks to God for the work that He has done in us, submit to the work He will do through us, and humbly acknowledge the work He has done in all of us. With that, we invite you to enjoy the 2021 Annual Report of the South East Asia Prayer Center and furthermore to join us in this prayer: Thank you, Jesus, for showing us the culture of life. Please lead us forward by your Spirit to change the nations, send out and faithfully carry your glory, and keep us from turning back.
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DISTRIBUTION OF FUNDS

1% Fundraising Expenses
4% Administrative Expenses
95% Program Expenses

SEAPC is independently and externally audited by Wessel & Company on an annual basis. These numbers are pre-audit.

Billy Graham said, “Organizations that bear the name of Christ ought to have the highest possible financial and ethical standards.” We, the board and staff at SEAPC, believe this and are members of the Evangelical Council for Financial Accountability (ECFA), of which Dr. Graham was a founder. But, in real life, what does this really mean?

First, it means maintaining integrity, the quality of being honest and having strong moral principles. Proverbs 10:9 says, “Whoever walks in integrity walks securely, but whoever takes crooked paths will be found out.” In 2 Corinthians 1:12, Paul says, “Now this is our boast: Our conscience testifies that we have conducted ourselves in the world, and especially in our relations with you, with integrity and godly sincerity. We have done this, relying not on worldly wisdom but on God’s grace.”

Second, it relates to trust, a firm belief in the reliability, truth, ability, or strength of someone or something. In Daniel 6:4 we find how he demonstrated trust: “At this, the administrators and the satraps tried to find grounds for charges against Daniel in his conduct of government affairs, but they were unable to do so. They could find no corruption in him because he was trustworthy and neither corrupt nor negligent.”

The third part relates to relationship. This is the way in which two or more people regard and behave toward each other. In Philippians 2:5 we are told “In your relationships with one another, have the same mindset as Christ Jesus.”

In our relationship with you, our partners in ministry, we strive to maintain a high level of trust and financial accountability. We are doing this in the following ways:

• The annual independent audit by Wessel & Company, Certified Public Accountants.
• Membership in ECFA.
• Internal policies designed to maintain integrity and accountability that are regularly reviewed and updated in cooperation with members of the Board.
• Oversight and review of the financial records of our partners participating in our projects.
• Regular reviews to determine that our administration is effective to prioritize funds for our work in the nations.
• Separating funds that contributors have dedicated toward projects so those funds are only used for the contributors’ intent.

God blessed us in our ministries through you in 2021. As you review the financial reporting for 2021, you will see a significant increase in what was received and distributed. During 2021, we also received funds that contributors designated toward projects such as children’s homes. Unfortunately, due to COVID, the construction on these projects was slowed, with construction scheduled for completion in the year ahead. As we look forward to 2022, God has situated us to complete several long-term ministry projects and serve the Kingdom in many nations. We look forward to our continued partnership with each of you as we move into 2022 and beyond.

DON QUINN
Chairman of the Board, SEAPC
Since its inception 30 years ago, SEAPC has identified as a prayer ministry. Through prayer, we have witnessed God perform the impossible around the nations of the earth. We believe that mobilizing prayer is the greatest way that we can cooperate in seeing the good news of Jesus spread, leading to a harvest of hearts from every tribe, nation, and tongue.

In the midst of a world filled with so many needs, it can be easy to be tempted to move out of our own strength, resources, and ideas of how to help. But the collective need is so great that if we were to rely only on our best efforts, we would surely fail. That is why we are convinced that prayer must be our priority. In prayer, we move beyond our own abilities to affect change and come boldly before the throne of the only One who can bring true transformation.

As we seek His face and are drawn into His presence, our limitations are overcome by His never-ending supply and His perfect perspective. David explains this in Psalm 27:4, “One thing I have desired of the Lord, That will I seek: That I may dwell in the house of the Lord all the days of my life, To behold the beauty of the Lord, And to inquire in His temple.”

As we give ourselves to the one thing of seeking His face through prayer, our intercession becomes informed by His beauty and power, giving us courage to believe God for the impossible and partner with Him to see His Kingdom come.

We see the fruit of this type of prayer as we receive the testimonies of what God is doing through the global community of friends that SEAPC is called to serve. Time and again, the stories of lives, communities, and nations being changed all flow from the place of faithful prayer and intercession. It reminds us that what our dear friend, Dr. Dick Eastman, says really is true. “The degree to which prayer is mobilized is the degree to which the world will be evangelized.”

At SEAPC, we are committed to the vision that we will witness a world connected in prayer that brings Christ-based change to those in need. In 2021 our team focused on finding practical ways to mobilize prayer and strengthen the connections of those we are humbled to serve. God has been faithful to lead and direct us in these efforts, and we are so grateful for the increased fruitfulness in these areas already.

One example of growth has been in seeing what God is doing as many are being mobilized as a part of Pray Mongolia. As God has connected us with key leaders in the church there, we are able to serve the Mongolian people by providing resources for prayer training. Through online trainings, many believers have been equipped and are regularly prayer-walking their communities in the capital city of Ulaanbaatar.

We have also seen a significant increase in the way that we are growing in prayer with our leaders from the nations. Each week, team members from our US office are engaging in video prayer calls with our international friends. These calls provide a time to check in, encourage each other, follow up on the prayer needs and praise reports from the nation and pray with one another. As we see God answer those prayers, we become witnesses of His power and might in the nations.

We are committed to the priority of prayer because we have to be. We are completely dependent upon the power of God to do exceedingly more than we could ask or think, and prayer is the essential thing that we can do to partner with heaven to see God’s goodness put on display to change people’s lives. Amid the turmoil surrounding us in this broken world, we know that seeking Him still works.
As we commit ourselves to the priority of prayer, God often answers in a way that leads us into our passion: meeting the needs of others. For decades we have witnessed the transforming power of the gospel working to bring Christ-based change to those in need as God sovereignly creates a way for us to serve people in clear, tangible ways. At SEAPC, we see a pattern in the way that prayer opens the doors to share the hope of Jesus by serving the needs of a people.

Biblically, this pattern is found in Isaiah 61, where the prophet proclaims, “The Spirit of the Lord God is upon Me, Because the Lord has anointed Me to preach good tidings to the poor; He has sent Me to heal the brokenhearted, To proclaim liberty to the captives, And the opening of the prison to those who are bound…”

God has always had a plan to reveal the glory of His goodness as the poor and needy experience the gospel. We have been humbled to witness this throughout the nations of the earth. Rehearsing the stories of God’s faithfulness in the nations fuels our hearts with hope and courage as we go and serve the community of friends that He has graciously formed over the years.

In 2021, our hearts were saddened by the news of Myanmar’s unrest and political upheaval. But the reports that we read in the news only told part of the story. As we began to hear from our friends and ministry leaders there, they told of harrowing moments when it seemed that danger was at the doorstep of the children’s home, but with every report, they also told us what God was doing during the chaos.

When food prices soared and banking became difficult, God moved in the hearts of His people around the earth to feed every one of those children. But it didn’t stop with them — the ministry was able to serve 3,000 households (estimated 18,000 individuals) with food and much-needed supplies. This opened the door for them to pray with these families and give them copies of My Precious Book, a bilingual children’s Bible. Even during a pandemic and living in a place where the military government is persecuting Christians, the gospel is spreading, and many are giving their lives to Jesus.

But these stories don’t just come from faraway places. We saw it here in the United States as well. What took place in a neighborhood in Seattle was evidence of this. Earlier in the spring, our friends from a primarily Asian church were the subject of a racial hate crime. At first, many church members were heartbroken and concerned for their physical safety. But as they sought the Lord and prayed, God released a strategy that turned this act of violence into an opportunity to meet the needs of the families in the community by providing care packages around Easter and backpacks with supplies for families with children going back to school.

We are committed to serving the global community of friends that God has graciously formed over the years. In 2021, our hearts were saddened by the news of Myanmar’s unrest and political upheaval. But the reports that we read in the news only told part of the story. As we began to hear from our friends and ministry leaders there, they told of harrowing moments when it seemed that danger was at the doorstep of the children’s home, but with every report, they also told us what God was doing during the chaos. We are serving the global community of friends that God has entrusted to us and are passionate to partner with God to meet the needs of those they serve. Our God loves justice, and we find true joy in partnering with Him in seeing His justice released on the earth. Isaiah 61 ends with a promise: “For as the earth brings forth its bud, As the garden causes the things that are sown in it to spring forth, So the Lord God will cause righteousness and praise to spring forth before all the nations.”  We are confident that God will fulfill these words, and we will continue to see lives transformed for the display of His splendor.

CARE

We thank God for increase and multiplication in the CARE project. In 2021, the team that serves children with Autism throughout China was able to see 1,000 workers trained, allowing for three CARE centers to be open and operational. This growth is a vital step in seeing workers equipped and sent to CARE Centers established across the nation.

Raising Kids

Through Raising Kids, 671 children received care in 19 children’s homes in Cambodia, Myanmar, Nepal, and China. In addition to receiving food, shelter, clothing, and basic medical care, these children are cared for spiritually and receive Christ-centered discipleship. In 2021, we saw four of five new buildings completed in the Kampong Thom home, and construction began for a new home in Battambang. All of the children’s homes saw improvements throughout the year, while the homes in Banteay Meanchey, Kampot, and Pursat all were able to undergo major renovations.

BC Arise

In 2021, we saw significant growth in BC Arise agricultural projects as a profit was returned from farm-to-market products and reinvested into the project. We praise God for the doors opening to grow this project beyond the approximately 150,000 children we serve through 488 schools and seven technical training centers and into public schools throughout each province.
As we engage the nations with the vision of witnessing a world connected in prayer that brings Christ-based change to those in need, we have embraced a simple, four-part framework to help us stay focused on what God has called us to do: Plow in Prayer, Sow in Word, Water in Resource, and Harvest in Sending. God is faithful to work His power in each aspect of this process. We give Him glory for the fruit of transformed lives and nations changed by the power of the gospel. Here are a few highlights of increase and multiplication from the global community of friends in 2021.

Mexico - At the Friends Around the Table gathering in March, we heard testimony that 6,882 churches have received training in prayer walking through Attack Lambs seminars. Many of these churches have mobilized their people in communities across Mexico and in other parts of Central America.

Brazil - As our friends continued to prayer walk their communities, make disciples, and create Attack Lambs resources for the people of Brazil, God opened the doors to train and mobilize missionaries in Argentina. An invitation was also extended to our friends in Brazil to engage in healthcare by serving the needs of children with Autism.

Uganda - Friends here were encouraged by the testimonies of what God was doing through the Pray the Nations Initiative and received training in prayer walking through The Attack Lambs resources. Then they launched Pray Uganda, believing for nation changing revival in their country.

China - As the CARE team continues to meet the needs of children with autism, God has opened the door for this life-changing project to be expanded across China (1,000 workers trained, and 3 CARE centers opened). In 2021, the team received invitations from Brazil and Ethiopia to see the CARE Project multiplied into these nations.

Cambodia - We witnessed God working through the Banteay Meanchey Arise team to see clear progress made towards sustainability in 2021. The vocational training provided by this team was important, as our team was invited into public schools in each province of the nation, a vital step towards fulfilling the vision of Cambodia Arise.

SEAPC measures its ministry involvement in a country according to the following scale:

- 1: Plow
- 2: Sow
- 3: Water
- 4: Harvest

Nations that experienced growth or multiplication in 2021.
Our vision to serve people and nation centers around the Global Harvest Strategy. This strategy finds its powerful heart and imagery in the picture of the Table of Christ. Isaiah 25:6 declares, “On this mountain, the Lord Almighty will prepare a feast of rich foods for all peoples…”

Our Father has given this world all that it will ever need. Everything is found in the Person and leadership of Jesus Christ. He is Harvest personified and fulfilled. Only here, at His Table of Harvest, is there enough to fully satisfy and feed all nations in this critical time. During this past year, we’ve had the joy of serving a community of friends around His Table in an ongoing Plow, Sow, Water, and Harvest strategy. Over the following few pages, please join us as we take a journey around His Table — a journey that always brings us into His abundance and plenty.

Our journey at the Table begins as we PLOW in prayer. Luke 10 shares with us that God’s sons and daughters of peace are found at His Table in every nation, praying for national change and transformation. At SEAPC, we follow the leading of the Holy Spirit to bring us into sovereign relationships with a community of prayer in every nation on earth. A powerful bond of friendship unlike any other is formed as we agree in prayer for our Father’s promises and spoken word to be fulfilled over the people. It’s here that we witness an entire world connected in prayer!

“I pray…that they all may be one, as You Father, are in Me, and I in You; that they also may be one in Us, that the world may believe that You sent Me.” – John 17:20-21

In 2021, we partnered with friends to plow in prayer around the globe in the following ways.

As part of our goal to have the pocket prayer guide translated into every language, in 2021 it was translated and distributed in four additional languages: Mongolian, Korean, Khmer, and Vietnamese.

New prayer relationships were established with five nations - Algeria, Liberia, Malawi, Senegal, and Togo. Each of these countries lie within the continent of Africa and move us toward the goal of a global community connected through prayer.

In 2021, we saw a global increase towards our goal of training 1,000,000 people in prayer walking and The Attack Lambs lifestyle:

• In Brazil, 23 people were taught during four separate trainings.
• In Mumbai, India, 50 pastors and leaders were taught virtually.
• In Pakistan, 65 underground pastors and leaders were trained virtually. These groups have prayer walked and continue to go out and pray walk their communities.
• As of March 2021, 6,882 churches, organizations, and groups in Mexico had been trained in Attack Lambs through local pastors over the years. The team in Mexico continued to build on this throughout 2021.
As connection grows around the Table and testimonies of answered prayer come from unity in the Holy Spirit, the ground for deeper relationships emerges. At SEAPC, we greatly value authentic friendships rooted in our identity in Christ. As we plow together in prayer, the soil of our hearts and the land around us begin to open wide for God’s Word to be sown as the cornerstone of national change. God’s Word is our bedrock. It doesn’t fail us or become corrupted over time or as the seasons change.

“People do not live by bread alone, but by every word that comes from the mouth of God.” – Matthew 4:4

Both the unity of prayer around the Table, and the Word He sows collectively into our hearts create the foundation to witness sustained nation-changing revival. SEAPC champions sowing Biblical Truth, effective teaching on prayer, evangelism, discipleship, church planting, and leadership development into the ground God sovereignly opens through prayer. Long-lasting, righteous change occurs as God’s Word is sown deep into the nations’ soil.

In 2021, we partnered with friends to sow in word around the globe in the following ways. To help in training 1,000,000 people in prayer walking, The Attack Lambs book is now available as an audiobook in English with Mark Geppert reading. The Attack Lambs training has also been developed into a video series in Mandarin.

Our goal is to see all children in Raising Kids walk in their full identity in Jesus. A cohesive spiritual development program, called the YES project, has begun for all 15 children’s homes within New Hope for Orphans in Cambodia. This project uses video and live internet curriculum developed by a young man who grew up within NHO, interned with SEAPC, and attended the City Harvest Church School of Theology in Singapore.

In addition to facilitating four regional prayer walking seminars across the U.S., our team was able to help equip and mobilize churches and followers of Jesus to be more confident in sharing the gospel. As a part of this, in late 2021 we were able to partner with Every Home USA to offer free resources to pastors and mobilize 1,450 believers to engage their neighbors with the good news of God’s love.
From the firm foundation of unity in prayer and the Word of God, we witness the Lord open sovereign invitations from His Table into the world around us. The seeds of God’s Word burst through to bless and water the land, bringing life to its people through unique expressions of His Presence.

“The Lord will guide you continually, giving you water when you are dry and restoring your strength. You will be like a well-watered garden, like an ever-flowing spring.” – Isaiah 58:11

Here’s the point in our journey where we witness transformational change happening. Invitations come from the nations themselves to pour God’s love into vital platforms of impact: education, healthcare, parenting, and economic development. These platforms shape a nation. The sovereign invitations into these platforms can only come through prayer. It’s also here we witness a global community of friends, churches, and ministries from all around the Table water these opportunities with prayer and support. The needs and hopes of a nation are satisfied in a way that only Christ can provide. It is truly miraculous!

In 2021, we partnered with friends to water in resource around the globe in the following ways.

In 2021, the seven existing technical training centers within Banteay Meanchey Arise were used as COVID care centers for the local communities during periods of outbreak. These centers are part of the nine planned centers that will help bring skills training to children in this remote Cambodian province.

In Cambodia, our goal is to see 1,000 children who are no longer in hopeless situations, and are being cared for in one of 24 children’s homes. As a part of this goal, several children’s homes underwent major construction in 2021:

• The Pursat home received a new dormitory/church building and a new kitchen/dining area, as well as updates to the dormitory.
• Construction continued for the Kampong Thom home with only one more building to be completed in 2022.
• Construction began on a second children’s home in Battambang Province and a future home in Stung Treng province.

SEAPC partnered with Elim Fellowship/Elim Global and six other ministries for The Gateway Project, designed to reach the 100 most influential and unreached cities in the 10/40 window (Asia and North Africa) with the good news of Jesus. Core training at the hub will include The Attack Lambs and other SEAPC values.
Our journey now brings us to the place of harvest from and also into His Table! The joy of witnessing lives and communities of prayer enter into this part of our journey is very significant. It is here that a community of prayer, in unity around the Holy Spirit and the Word of God—surrounded with global friendships and sovereign invitations to the world around them—becomes so blessed by what the Father has given, they can now give back into His Table both nationally and even internationally. The maturing of the seeds sown in prayer has made a way for much more to follow. Acts 4:34 describes this moment powerfully when it says, “There was not a needy person among them.” Jesus, the Lord of the Harvest, has won over every challenge along the journey, and now more has been placed on the Table of Christ for the nations to receive from.

“Of the increase of His government and peace there will be no end…” – Isaiah 9:7

“For of Him, and through Him, and to Him are all things…” – Romans 11:36

Friends, thank you for taking this journey with us as we receive together from and give into the incomparable Table of Christ. This is the heart and vision of this ministry to bring all peoples and nations into the joy of Harvest. He is to be lifted up! And as we do, all nations will be drawn to the only feast that will satisfy.

“May the nations be glad and sing for joy, for You rule the peoples with equity and guide the nations of the earth.” – Psalm 67:4

In 2021, we partnered with friends to harvest in sending around the globe in the following ways.

In 2021, we saw significant multiplication as we mobilized prayer across the United States. Over 1,750 people participated in Pray Americas, in addition to many churches and prayer groups. Prayer walks continued in all 50 states as Pray Americas grew beyond a 40-Day summer prayer initiative into an ongoing prayer and missions lifestyle.

The national missionaries within Banteay Meanchey Arise started a hydroponic farm to create sustainability in 2020. Through 2021, they sold vegetables grown on the farm and brought in an income of $1,062.06. To further growth, they recently turned it into an aquaponics farm, which also produces fish that can be sold.

CARE now has 3 functional centers in China, serving children with autism and their families by bringing them quality care and education. The SEAPC national director for CARE received official certification through a university in the USA. Over 1,000 people within China have been trained. The greatest joy has been serving the Beijing Public School system as children with autism have been received in the schools for the first time.
From my vantage point, SEAPC has always had prayer at the heart of its ministry. Prayer is not a part of the ministry — it is the ministry! It is the wellspring that connects us to the Father and sustains and propels SEAPC forward.

There are many prayer-based strategies and initiatives that stem from humble petition before God by the SEAPC Leadership, the SEAPC Board, and the many supporters within the community. You have read about these in this report in the form of accomplishments. Of those accomplishments, we stand in awe of God’s hand which leads us and guides us in our prayers and actions. These accomplishments which support the strategies and initiatives are all critical elements within the Vision of SEAPC: A world connected through prayer that brings Christ-based change to those in need.

As a board member, I am humbled by the blessings that God has bestowed on this Ministry and its efforts to “Go.” To highlight a few of these efforts we have witnessed a Pray Americas effort with over 1,750 participants lifting up the Americas from North to South in prayer. Likewise, we have witnessed prayer movements mobilizing prayer in every community of Pittsburgh, as well as many other cities across the Americas, Asia, and the world. Building upon the Attack Lambs hard copy prayer guide, we see video training resources launching into English and Mandarin. Likewise, written Prayer Guides have been translated into Korean, Mongolian, Khmer, and Vietnamese to augment the others already in place. For every corner of the world, there is either an effort planned, in action, or accomplished to further achieve the vision. Many of these efforts you will have learned of in the previous section of the annual report.

As a Board Member of SEAPC, I could not be more proud of the accomplishments of the leadership team and supporting staff of SEAPC to transform the business structure and improve the effectiveness of its processes. The willingness of the leadership team to absorb, learn, and implement new business tools to improve SEAPC is a joy to watch! Several of these key efforts include:

- the update of the Constitution and By-laws aligning these with the current structure and needs for the future,
- new financial practices to streamline the distribution of funds to the nations,
- the implementation of continuous improvement methodology focused on keeping overhead at a minimum and increasing levels of support to the nations,
- improvements in communication across the ministry,
- and numerous other continuous improvement actions focused on executing the vision.

In closing, the SEAPC Board and Leadership thank you for your gracious support and welcome you to join us as we “Pray and Go” where we are led by our vision.

RAFAH POLEHONKI
Board Member, SEAPC